Digital communication tools are now a natural part of our daily lives. We are constantly moving in and out of cluttered sound environments - both at home and at work.

But our brains struggle to process the sounds coming from headsets and speakers, as well as people in the room. Such sound environments result in cognitive overload, leading to concentration loss, tiredness, and stress.

At EPOS, we understand that we hear with our ears, but we listen with our brain. So to perform at our best, we need to help the brain adapt to artificial sound environments. Because ultimately, it all comes down to understanding how the brain makes sense of sound. A great audio experience only happens when technologies support the brain's listening process, helping it perform as intended.

That's why we've introduced EPOS BrainAdapt™ - Audio designed for your brain.

See more at eposaudio.com/meeting-rooms
Building on Scientific Heritage

EPOS is part of the Demant Group, a world-leading hearing healthcare and technology group, and as such builds on more than 115 years of experience of working with innovation and sound.

Based on decades of psychoacoustic research through the Demant Group, EPOS has the data on how and when the brain performs best - and designs algorithms and acoustics that make it easier for the brain to balance and adapt to artificial sound environments.

Learn more at eposaudio.com/BrainAdapt

Meeting Room Solutions Built on EPOS BrainAdapt™ Technology

All EPOS Meeting Room Solutions help your brain adapt to hybrid meetings.

With audio and video designed for the brain, EPOS enables both sides of the meeting to communicate and perform better. This leads to:

- Increased focus
- Higher concentration
- Reduced stress
- Improved productivity
Experience Seamless Collaboration

Whether in a small, medium or large meeting room, every product in the EPOS EXPAND Line is designed for clear conversation, ease-of-use and connectivity with your devices.

For more information, please visit: eposaudio.com/solutions-for-meeting-rooms
Small Meeting Room Solutions

For 1-7 participants
For professionals that work with team members across geographic locations, often needing to meet and align in small rooms.

What EPOS Delivers for Small Meeting Rooms

Designed to facilitate teamwork and seamless collaboration
Small meeting room’s primary purpose is to facilitate quick breakout sessions for smaller teams working on a task or project. Small meeting rooms are for up to seven participants.

Meetings that feel natural - Ensure exceptional video and audio performance for a natural conversation experience and heightened team collaboration.

Portable solutions - Easily portable speakerphones for plug-and-play conferencing when you jump into a meeting.

Easy to use - All-in-one video solution that doesn’t require a PC. Speakerphones that connect intuitively to your device via Bluetooth®, USB or jack.

Personal & Shared Usage - Choose a speakerphone that has automatic and manual reconnection options for an optimal user experience.

EPOS Solutions for Small Meeting Rooms

EXPAND 20 Series
- Easily portable for plug-and-play conferencing anywhere
- Reliable performance with choice of USB or 3.5 mm jack
- Premium audio for better, more natural meeting experience

EXPAND 30 Series
- Easily portable design with up to 18 hours talk time
- High quality audio with industry leading duplex performance for a more natural meeting experience
- Connect to PC or Smart phone with flexible, multi-point connection options (Bluetooth®, USB-C)

EXPAND 40 Series
- 3 beamforming microphones isolate voices from room reverb and ambient noise
- Industry-leading duplex performance enables several people to talk at once without being cut off
- Personal conferencing or up to 8 participants
- Multi-point connectivity with up to three devices
- Connectivity via Bluetooth® or USB-C
EXPAND Vision 3T
- All-in-one video conferencing solution with one-touch join – no PC needed
- 4K camera with intelligent picture framing captures all participants smoothly and clearly
- Easy-to-install, with multiple mounting options and electromechanical pan/tilt feature that ensures optimal meeting room capture
Medium Meeting Room Solutions

For ~11 participants
For professionals that participate in regular, formal meetings, presentations and interviews across geographic locations in medium meeting rooms.

What EPOS Delivers for Medium Meeting Rooms

Designed to facilitate teamwork and seamless collaboration
To facilitate conferencing in a medium meeting room, participants will often need a larger speakerphone, capable of reliably picking up the voice of someone seated at the far end of the table.

Meetings that feel natural - Exceptional audio performance for a natural meeting experience and heightened team collaboration

Double-talk capability - Double talk performance in speakerphones replicates the nuances of natural conversation during a physical meeting, enabling simultaneous speech, greater collaboration and improved understanding.

Quality Design - Crafted to superior standards with high-quality materials that last and a clean, Scandinavian design.

EXPAND 80 Series
- Powerful ultra-low distortion speaker fills the room with rich, natural sound
- Isolates voices from room reverb and ambient noise with 6 adaptive, beamforming microphones
- Premium design with integrated cable management, Kensington Lock support, and up to two expansion microphones for large meeting rooms

EXPAND 80 Mic
- Expands audio coverage, with easy access to mute controls
- Integrated cable management for easy set-up
- Compatible with EXPAND 80 and EXPAND 80T
Large Meeting Room Solutions

For ~18 participants
For professionals that participate in regular, formal meetings, presentations and interviews across geographic locations in large meeting rooms.

What EPOS Delivers for Large Meeting Rooms

- Designed to facilitate teamwork and seamless collaboration
- Kensington Lock Support/Clutter-free cable management - Keep your devices where they belong and eradicate clutter
- Meetings that feel natural - Exceptional audio performance for a natural meeting experience and heightened team collaboration
- Scalable, with add-on mics to extend range - Unite colleagues with a premium speakerphone for up to 18 in-room participants
- Double-talk capability - Double talk performance in speakerphones replicates the nuances of natural conversation during a physical meeting, enabling simultaneous speech, greater collaboration and improved understanding

EXPAND 80 Series
- Powerful ultra-low distortion speaker fills the room with rich, natural sound
- Isolates voices from room reverb and ambient noise with 6 adaptive, beamforming microphones
- Premium design with integrated cable management, Kensington Lock support, and up to two expansion microphones for large meeting rooms

EXPAND 80 Mic
- Expands audio coverage, with easy access to mute controls
- Integrated cable management for easy set-up
- Compatible with EXPAND 80 and EXPAND 80T